Adversarial attack simulation
Proactively optimize the effectiveness of your security controls
through simulated real world attacks
Can your organization withstand a targeted hacking attempt, or would an adversary be
able to penetrate your systems and bypass your preventive and detective measures? The
only way to validate your security readiness is to actively put your systems
to theOutpost24
test.
About
To help you stay ahead of potential attacks, Outpost24‘s Adversarial Attack Simulation
provides a realistic overview of your organization’s level of security. These in-depth
assessments, conducted by our skilled ethical hackers will provide a realistic and true
picture of your organization’s level of security maturity, both on your external perimeters as
well as your internal networks.
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Our team of ethical hackers, will assess your digital ecosystem and infrastructure
environments using the same Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTPs) an adversary
would utilize to cause operational disruption. The outcome allows your organization to
understand your security gaps and proactively address them. This allows your defensive
capabilities to evolve and helps you achieve a higher level of security maturity.
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The 'new normal' requires a new level of cyber readiness
Targeted cyber attacks have increased
at an alarming rate since the Covid-19
pandemic with phishing, malware and
active exploits of vulnerabilities.
Get a better understanding of the actual
level of security and attack surface of
your organization to adjust to the new
normal.
Go above and beyond narrow-scoped
penetration testing, whilst keeping the
scope of the project manageable and
goal orientated.

Execute realistic ‘what-if’ scenarios in an
objective-based approach, providing indepth actionable outcomes and allowing
you to understand the impact of a
security breach including risks
surrounding remote working.
Assess if it is possible for an adversary to
reach your organization’s crown jewels
as opposed to presenting theoretical
vulnerabilities.
Testing your preventive, detective and
responsive capabilities with one holistic
testing approach to improve security
awareness.

Ghost Labs
Adversarial attack simulation
Outpost24 offers two Adversarial attack simulation services: Digital Footprint Assessment and Assumed Breach
Assessment. Each service is objective based and performed black-box, providing actionable insights to suit the
assessment objective and enables you to take the right action to mitigate risks identified by our ethical hackers. Our
services are bespoke and our goal is to identify security weaknesses before they are exploited by adversaries. For
example, indicating a possible attack path taken by an adversary such as exfiltrating sensitive data or gaining
control over a business critical system.

Digital Footprint Assessment
Our ethical hackers will gather information regarding
your external digital footprint through Open Source
Intelligence gathering (OSINT). This allows our hackers
to understand your online presence and Internet
facing systems. In addition, we will look for information
that might be used to further formulate attacks such
as leaked credentials, exposed technical information
and outdated services in use. Our ethical hackers will
then perform an external network assessment to
identify what systems are responsive, to better
understand Internet facing services and to identify
potential weaknesses that can be exploited. Then by
means of active exploitation, our ethical hackers will
attempt to access the identified system, breach your
perimeter security and pivot into the internal network.
In doing so, our ethical hackers will not just cover a
small subset of systems or limit themselves to web
applications. This allows us to provide a true picture
into what an adversary can find about your
organization you maybe didn't even know existed. As
such, we can help identify weaknesses in your Internet
facing systems and determine how far adversaries
could go to successfully penetrate your network.

Assumed Breach Assessment
The starting point for our ethical hackers is the
assumed breach, where initial access is provided in the
form of a compromised employee laptop or virtual
desktop environment, together with a regular user
account. We will test your organization from the inside,
providing you with realistic attack paths. If an
adversarial hacker gains access to your internal
network or compromises an employee account, what
impact would this have on your business? Our ethical
hackers will attempt to reach the defined objective
without triggering detective or preventive measures on
the internal network and online (cloud) environments,
giving you deep insights on how well your defensive
measures work. Starting with an analysis of the
provided system, passive network monitoring, network
mapping and exploring systems within the network.
Followed by active exploitation in order to escalate
privileges and laterally move across the network in
order to meet the objectives. Allowing you to assess
your existing security measures and ensure your data is
protected from adversaries. We will identify the attack
paths, critical vulnerabilities and missing security
controls for you to ensure better prevention, detection,
and effective mitigation if a real breach occurs.

Moving into cloud,
virtualized or hybrid
infrastructure

Ghost Labs is the specialist security unit within Outpost24, offering enhanced security
services such as advanced network penetration testing, (mobile) application testing, Red
team assessments and complex web application exploitation. In addition, the Ghost Labs
team is an active contributor to the security community with vulnerability research and
coordinated responsible disclosure programs.

Trusted by customers

Contact us

Ghost Labs performs hundreds of successful penetration tests for our
customers ranging from global enterprises to SMEs. Our team consists of
highly skilled ethical hackers, covering a wide range of advanced testing
services to help companies keep up with evolving threats and new
technologies.

Outpost24.com/services/penetration-testing
info@outpost24.com

